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About This Game

After receiving an anonymous tip about the whereabouts of the Potato Man, bounty hunting team Quindalin and Dexter depart
on a mission to put an end to the Potato Man once and for all.

You'll get to...

Laugh.

Cry.

Fall in love.

Talk to a hot dog.

Get deep-fried.
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I would love to recommend this game. I really really would but at this point there is a lot of issues, some of them can be excused
due to the Early Access stage. I'll go into it more below.

In the good side I'll say that the idea is wonderful. I love space and managing a space station is a great way to zone out.

Unfortunately that is pretty much the only thing I can say at this point. Despite the devs saying it's fixed on the forums last year
you still can not stop the blaringly loud music. The tutorial won't even trigger for me despite having it very clearly ticked on the
main screen. This led to me having absolutely no idea on how to resupply my station. Your crew sort of randomly meander
around the station once you do have them even if they do have a job and somehow the science still gets done. All in all the game
is VERY early alpha. If you're prepared to wait until past the refund period then I'd say wait for quite a few updates.. an
amazing and fungame by far one of my favorite games ive ever played on steam. There's a pretty blatant "screw the player"
algorithm built-in, which you can clearly see if you go back and replay early levels after you've gotten some practice. It's quite
obvious that chance alone can't explain why it leans so heavily toward feeding you balls that will do nothing but force you to
push the line closer to the failure point. Skilled "twitch" gamers can probably get around it pretty easily, but later levels are
going to be pretty much impossible for a fairly large segment of the population. I'm not opposed to "twitch" games in general,
but this is marketed as "casual". There's nothing "casual" about a game that's intentionally designed to use frustration as an
artificial difficulty barrier.. this is the best fps i have ever played who needs cs:go the servers are the best i have ever seen and
they put so mch time into this i rate 10/10. A pleasant and well made game of Backgammon by VooFoo Studios. The graphics
and choice music really sets a relaxing mood. I was impressed by the customizable rules and game options. Blitz mode lets you
select 3 power ups to add an extra level of choas and strategy.

I initially had trouble accessing the online aspect but was able to resolve it by running the game with admin privileges on
Windows 10. The UI does not make it easy finding a specific friend from a large friend list but it does offer a "recently played
with" list. My only real gripe with Backgammon Blitz is the number of doubles rolled per game, sometimes 3 in successsion
(0.46% chance). None of these issues can hold back a great game like this because it was definitely worth playing.. I tried to lift
it But I didn't know what to lift. this game looks great it sounds great it plays pretty good but I have some problems. The game is
fun but when there are so many bullets on screen at the same time it is a little hard to see the enemies though I got used to it
pretty quickly. the controls were horrible at least at first. It reversed left and right so it was hard to remember my directions
while moving but you can swap the controls in the settings menu. Now my two biggest problems,repetition and game errors. so
talking more about the "repetition" so when playing the game you have four unique secondary abilities and three primary fire
choices. I enjoyed trying the different abilities but the primary fires are not great. the primaries called plasma and kinetic are
the same or extremely similar I couldnt tell which. That leaves only two real options for primary fire hitscan or a projectile and I
always use laser. The second major problem is the framerate dips(very uncommon but happened) while I have a high end
computer may just be my settings though and the game crashing\/freezing which really ruined my expierence though it never
happened mid game. the game is fun but with all these problems I wouldnt recommend this.
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Do you know that you can now have the damn patch on Steam?. It's sort of shocking, how low the metascore rating for this
game is. It's Free-to-Play but I would honestly pay money to play it. Only If is very experimental , so I guess it can be easily
misunderstood (note: in the Guides section there is an in-depth explanation of the game written by the developer himself, which
I highly recommend reading AFTER you play it). But I can appreciate it for what it is at the core of the very short adventure:
the game itself is more about the journey rather than the destination. Portraying the concept of something over the achievement
of a goal. That's what I like about it; the puzzles may seem odd by themselves but are very intuitive and creative. Rather than be
guided by objectives in the corner of your screen or being reminded every few minutes of your goal, the game expects you to
listen closely and be patient, then think outside the box (or inside the trash can). Sometimes it's just a matter of literally slowing
down and paying attention to your surroundings.

The mechanics of the game are highly innovative, I enjoyed the use of typing out words as a direct means of communication
between you and the game. But it can be frustrating in some ways too. The save feature is unique in that you have to remember
the "code word" for the level you last played, then type it on the main menu to continue. However, if you quit the game at any
point mid-level, you will unfortunately have to start at the beginning. That's not a big deal though, since the game is short and
engrossing enough to make it hard to stop playing. The graphics and level designs are beautiful, the voice acting is incredibly
good, the writing is fantastic. The game explores all the fears and pitfalls of being part of the Millennial generation, admist what
appears to be an acid trip gone horribly wrong. The game reminds me of Stanley Parable, since you are all alone, guided only by
antagonizing voices. The message this game delivers is as deep as you make it, which gives it a very personal appeal. But that
also makes it very easy to misconstrue or become frustrated or confused by certain aspects.

I won't spoil the ending, of course, but I will say this: After going through everything you have up until this point, the ending
seems almost like those hilarious and nonsensical secret "gag endings"...anyone remember the "Dog" ending in Silent Hill 2?
And that's not a complaint, because I thoroughly enjoyed having my mind messed with repeatedly during this game. In fact,
Only If does reference and parody aspects to other games as well. Maybe that's the true point of the game. It makes you question
your own expectations of what an adventure game should really be, and what you will get out of it is determined by how open
your mind is to the experience. It even makes you question your own concept of who the antagonist and protagonist should be.. I
get this overwhelming sense that the developer put a lot of heart and effort into this, but it feels more like an overall
experiment--not because it's random and meaningless but because this is only the tip of the iceberg. This game is more about
showing you what is possible. And it makes me very excited to see what they come up with next.. T-Bone gear, kinda gross,
havent really seen the laser grenade guys that much or at all really. The truck is quite possibly the most fun vehicle in game. Its
the perfect tool for when you wanna drive up and really destroy everything in your path.. Great for aviation enthusiasts and non
enthusiasts.

Don't expect high graphics as this is a simulator of an air traffic control radar screen. This can be rewarding and frustrating in
equal measures. The biggest downside is that you cannot zoom in and out of specific sectors of your radar screen, you can only
zoom in on the airport it self. This sometimes makes it very difficult to find specific waypoints. Despite this, you can order the
movement of aircraft by means of drag and drop.

Even though it is difficult to sometimes find the required waypoints which can be frustrating, this is a good simulation.. It's
early but the game has enormous potential. It's got the kind of graphics I like and I'm not much on that type of thing. It's fun but
can be hard for a new player unfamiliar with Trading card games to get the gyst. I am sure someone will create a guide that will
help further though, so no worries. There already is a guide to the "Mercenaries" and I recommend strongly that you read it.

I can guess that the game will have a lot added to it in the future, hopefully not too expensive or even free.

You feel like you're playing through a dark and dirty Royal History, not ones usually in the History books. Where dark secrets
remain lurking for those who dare to explore. Where blood has replaced the usual coin. When corruption leads to decay which
leads to ruination....bwahahahahaha.

Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?.....

The Shadow Knows.. Kinda... dumb. Doesn't make me want to play the product it's advertising, either. Nor did I know it was an
advertisement until I was done, but that's on me. Don't bother - the video is basically the game anyways.. It's like Super Meat
Boy, but more innovative, worse music, more pretentious story, and less slidey controls.. this game is really just a joke the
graphics are aweful the story is abismal no personality and in my opinion a waste of money
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Patch notes 7th February 2019:

Design:
* The game now pauses while the curse menu selection is active

Bugs:
* Fixed a problem where carrying dual pistols would trigger kill boxes and kill the player without warning.
* Fixed the explosive projectile crash on zombie kill with the Predator aspect equipped while switching weapons
* Fixed the crash in all units with stationary navigation (like Arlen's minion)
* Fixed the crash while gathering possible aim targets and the targets were either props or critters
* Fixed issues where the player would die during the curse selection. Heart of the Emberstone is almost here!:
The store page for Heart of the Emberstone is now live! Head over there to wishlist the game and be notified as soon as it's
released!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/526140/The_Gallery__Episode_2_Heart_of_the_Emberstone/

We can't wait to share the next step of the adventure!. Update 1.1.8:
Bugs
- multiple hippogriffs occasionally mounted same unit
- fixed selection square getting stuck, when selecting action (shortcut) during selection
- higher priority on music, so it does not cut off, when to many audio sources are playing
- show level label only on levelable abilities of hero
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- reworked intro, so voice does not get cut off prematurely

PS: I included soundtrack to Loria in latest update as little compensation for having to wait this long for update : )
. Sales and big reveals:
Every day this week, we’ll be unveiling some exciting stuff from our studio. We’re calling it the Delight season and just like
festivus, it’s for the rest of us. You can grab the Shelter games and all our other titles at your favourite online store. 

Be sure to keep an eye on our website or via our social media channels for more exciting reveals starting later today. 
http://mightanddelight.com/. WIP (PreTesting) v0.0.70,5:

Mit freundlichen Grüßen

SSS Developer Team. Happy Lunar New Year - Get Battle Splash for 20% off!:
Happy Lunar New Year everyone! 

For us Vietnamese, 2018 is truly starting from now, since we still use the Lunar Calendar. Thus, I'd like to wish everyone a
Happy Lunar New Year filled with happiness and joy!

To celebrate this event, you can grab Battle Splash for a 20% discount for a limited time (Lunar New Year Sale)!

I wish to thank everyone that supports the game up till now:

You all are truly Awesome!

Bests,

Battle Splash's creator
Hung Mai
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